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T5/EU5/2021: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS 
 
 

Questions from the T5/EU5/2021 online information session on 02/02/2022 
 
 

IRIS, assignment process 

 
 

1.  How is the 10 standard pages per working day limit calculated? 

 It is calculated as a rolling average of pages from the date of the translation 
proposal to the deadline date for delivery of the assignment. Both jobs outsourced 

by EP and other institutions are taken into account.  

  

2.  According to instructions for secondary contractors there is a contractual sanction of 500 
EUR for an unjustified refusal. If I am unavailable or fail to respond within two hours in 
IRIS, would I be liable to this sanction? 

 There are no unjustified refusals  in T5 and no penalties  applied if you choose to 
reject a job.  
Since there are several sets of instructions available on our website, as a contractor 

under the T5/EU5/2021 call for tenders , please refer to the ones under the title  
“Instructions for Dynamic Ranking Contractors”.  

  

3.  What is the direct link for access to IRIS? 

 https://iris.in.ep.europa.eu/ 
However, before you can access IRIS you first need to register in the EP network: 
https://lauth1.europarl.europa.eu/PortalMain  

  

4.  Do I need to follow the same IRIS login process for each PC and electronic device I am using? 

 Yes.  

  

5.  I connected to the EP network and received a message “Welcome to the network. Access has 
been granted to this computer”. However, Iris link is still not operational. 

 After your access to the EP network has been granted, please enter  the IRIS url 
(electronic address) https://iris.in.ep.europa.eu/ once more.  

  

6.  Is there a kind of a schedule for offering jobs? I mean if I have another job and I have a full 
day at the office, do I need to keep checking IRIS for new job offers? 

 You do not need to enter IRIS to check for job offers. You will receive an email 
notification each time a job is offered to you.  

 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/trad/etu/ep.html
https://iris.in.ep.europa.eu/
https://lauth1.europarl.europa.eu/PortalMain
https://iris.in.ep.europa.eu/
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7.  Do I understand correctly that if the first and second ranked contractors reject the job and 
the third ranked contractor accepts it, the job will get assigned to the third contractor 
without waiting for the other contractors to respond? 

 Yes, in such a case there is no need for the two hours waiting time to expire. 
Rejection, in particular by higher ranked contractors, allows the assignment 
process to proceed quicker.  
 

  

8.  Once a higher ranked contractor accepts a job, will the job still be visible for lower ranked 
contractors? 

 No, a job disappears once it is assigned. Alternatively, a job disappears if no 
contractor accepts it within two hours.  

  

9.  With regards to the 10 page limit per day, does this mean a contractor should not take  
more than 10 pages per day? 

 Correct.  
 

  

10.  Will jobs appear in IRIS in a list or one by one? 

 Jobs are offered one by one.   
 

  

11.  Is there a calendar where contractors can put in their availability / holiday? 

 No, we do not currently use calendar availability, as we know this information can 
be subject to rapid change.   
 

  

12.  What if no contractor accepts the job? Will it be offered again on another day? 

 For most lots, there is a fall-back system in place - T6 framework contracts with 
main and secondary contractors - which is used if a job has not been accepted by 
any T5 contractor before the 2-hour waiting time expires. In cases of limited fall-
back availability, a job might be offered in a second round to the T5 contractors. 
Our overall objective is to get each job assigned under a framework contract as 
soon as possible.   
 

  

13.  Is there any particular way of naming the delivery file of the translated text before  
uploading in IRIS? 

 You will receive a pre -treated package along with the job assigned to you. In the 
package there will be a Studio project containing the original file. You should keep 
the same naming as the file from the Studio project, unless requested to do 
otherwise.  
For example, usually a job is named *******EN. You need to keep the seven digits 
and replace EN with your language code - e.g. *******BG. 
 

  

14.  Does the 10-page limit have to be strictly 10 pages per single day, or can it be worked out 
as a monthly average? I.e. not exceeding 200 pages/month assuming there are 20 working 
days a month. This would be easier to calculate due to orders with overlapping deadlines.  
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 The purpose of the 10-page capacity limitation is to ensure a level playing field 
between economic operators of different size and capacity. This is the essence of 

what we will be checking with the help of an ex-post review.  

  

15.  When we are busy, is there any way to reject a job quickly with less effort to log in to IRIS, 
as a courtesy to our fellow contractors? Perhaps without viewing the files? It might be time 
consuming to keep logging in with several passwords/token when the jobs flood in.  

 No, you need to log in to Iris to accept or reject a job. 
 

  

16.  Regarding the accesses to the EP network: I received two on-demand token codes this 
morning, but I have not received an initial temporary password. When will I get one? 

 Please write to dgtrad.etuquality@europarl.europa.eu setting out your technical 
problem and we will follow up with the service responsible.  

 

 

Pre-translated packages 

 

 

1.  Will the presentation be made available to us, please? 

 Yes, all presentations from the onboarding session are already available on our 
website. P lease look under Technical requirements - > Presentations and videos.  

  

2.  Can you recommend a good alternative to SDL studio? 

 We cannot recommend an alternative, since we work with the SDL Studio tool. In 
the Instructions it is stated that you must deliver a bilingual .xliff file compatible 
with the translation software used by the EP (SDL Studio 2015/2019).  

  

3.  Is this XML4EP format an SDL Studio-supported file type? 

 Yes. 

  

4.  What does the .docx file containing the pre-translated parts of the text look like? 

 In Studio or other CAT editors, the pre-translated segments will contain the source 
text in the left-hand column and the already inserted translation in the respective 
target language on the right-hand side. When confirmed, the pre -translated 
segments will appear in the target language in the exported .docx file.  

  

5.  Can we just start working directly on the .docx file using the reference files, but without 

using the Studio program at all? 

 It is not recommended for two reasons. First, you are asked to deliver an SDL 
Studio compatible .xliff file. Secondly, without using the pre-treated Studio 
package you would not be able to profit from all the contents of the translation 
memories. Besides, references are provided only in .tmx format, not .docx. 

mailto:dgtrad.etuquality@europarl.europa.eu
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/trad/etu/ep.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/trad/etu/pdf/Instructions%20for%20External%20Translators_monolingual%20documents.pdf
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6.  Are we required to deliver the Studio file and not the .docx file? I prefer not using the  

Studio editor but just using the reference translations. Can I do this and deliver the .docx? 

 You have to deliver an SDL Studio compatible .xliff  file.  

  

7.  Regarding TMs, should any one of them be read-only? 

 The settings are specified in the Instructions. If it is a simple document, you have 
a Basic Reference TM (BRTM) and a Working TM (WTM). You can work with 
just these. 
The packages that we provide do not contain any TMs that have to be read -only, 
since they are job-specific and are not re -used for subsequent jobs.  

  

8.  Is there any preferred version of Studio that we should work with? 

 The EP currently uses SDL Studio 2019 SR 2 15.2.6.2831. We accept everything 
compatible with this version.  P lease note that we  currently recommend avoiding  
Studio 2021, due to a bug, already reported to RWS, which makes the footnotes 

disappear from the generated target Word file.  
  

 

 

EP Official Documents (RdM/DocEP/workflows) 

 

 

1.  What about Irish in DocEP models? 

 There is a DocEP profile for Irish and it can be installed. However, some of the 
templates are still in English - it is an ongoing effort.   
 

  

2. Can we have access to standard phrases in an Excel file or a termbase, if these exist? 
Perhaps they can be sent with the job packages? 

 The Normative .tmx files in the pre -treated packages are created from Excel files , 
which are then transformed into .tmx. Therefore - yes, packages will contain the 
standard phrases . 
 

  

3. Is DocEP an MS Word Plugin we should install? 

 Yes. 
 

  

4. Is Microsoft Office 2010 supported by DocEP? 

 Office 2010 is no longer supported by Microsoft, but it is compatible with  DocEP.. 
You can find all supported versions on the DocEP website .  
 

  

5. I read somewhere on the website that DocEP is not compatible with 64-bit MS Office. Is 
that true? I tried to install it but it did not work. I have MS Office 2013 64-bit. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/trad/etu/pdf/Instructions%20for%20External%20Translators_monolingual%20documents.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/portalep/Downloads/docep/repere/docep/Welcome.html
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 That is correct. DocEP is currently not compatible with 64-bit versions of MS 
Office.  

  

6. Are there possible workarounds to the incompatibility of DocEP with 64-bit systems? 

 No, there are not.  

  

 

 

Quality control, penalties and invoices 

 

 

1.  Would a dummy example of the procedure be possible? 

 Unfortunately, there is no possibility to practise with dummy jobs. However, we 
are aware that it takes some time to reach a comfortable operational speed if you 
have not worked for the EP before.  P lease do not hesitate to ask us for any 
clarification or help you may need.  
   

2.  Where do we request access to ePrior? 

 Please write to dgtrad.etuquality@europarl.europa.eu to request access . You can 
find further information in the Guide to e-Invoicing and the e-Invoicing Supplier 

Portal User manual on the ETU website  under Contract Implementation -> 
eInvoicing. 
 

  

3.  Is re-delivery possible for QM>60? 

 We might request it in some cases. However, we do not recommend counting on 
such re-delivery; it is not a common practice  due to the generally tight deadlines.   
   

4.  How is the issuing of VAT exemption certificates organized? Would it be one certificate 
for all assignments under the framework contract, or a certificate will be issued for each 
separate assignment? In the latter case, are there any value limits below which no VAT 
exemption certificate will be issued and, accordingly, VAT should be charged in the 
invoice? 

 You will find useful tips about VAT in the Instructions for Dynamic Ranking 
Contractors. You will see that we recommend that you batch several POs - you can 
include up to 13 POs in one invoice. If the invoice value is more than 24 0 EUR - 
it is in principle VAT exempt; if less - you need to add VAT and it might  be 

cumbersome.   
Since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, we are issuing VAT exemption 
certificates on request. P lease write to dgtrad.finance@europarl.europa.eu.  

  

5.  Should invoices be created in English? 

 Yes. The working language of all our contracts is English regardless of the target 
language of your contract.  

  

mailto:dgtrad.etuquality@europarl.europa.eu
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